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Abstract

A climatology of particle properties in the wintertime High Arctic troposphere is con-
structed using measurements from a lidar and cloud radar located at Eureka, Nunavut
Territory (80◦ N, 86◦ W). Four different particle groupings are considered: aerosols,
mixed-phase clouds, ice clouds and boundary-layer ice crystals. Two-dimensional his-5

tograms of occurrence probabilities against depolarization and radar/lidar colour ratio,
as well as their vertical distributions, are presented. The largest ice crystals origi-
nate from mixed-phase clouds, whereas the smallest are topographic blowing snow
residuals in the boundary layer. Ice cloud crystals have depolarization and size de-
creasing with height. The depolarization trend is associated with the large ice crystal10

sub-population. Small crystals depolarize more than large ones in ice clouds at a
given altitude, and show constant modal depolarization with height. Ice clouds in the
mid-troposphere are sometimes observed to precipitate to the ground. Water clouds
are constrained to the lower troposphere and are associated with the surface inversion
layer depth. Aerosols are most abundant near the ground and are frequently mixed15

with the other particle types. The data are used to construct a classification chart for
particle scattering in wintertime Arctic conditions.

1 Introduction

A persistent thermal inversion is observed in the Arctic lower troposphere during winter,
with average temperatures increasing 10 K in the first kilometer from ground (Curry et20

al., 1996; Lesins et al., 2009b). The inversion is caused by radiative cooling of surface
ice and snow. Clear-sky simulations indicate that surface temperatures should drop
below 230 K when air is five days removed from the maritime polar environment, and
continue to cool thereafter (Curry, 1983). Since the surface is typically warmer than
that (e.g., Lesins et al., 2009b), a counter-balancing infrared forcing from atmospheric25

particles, including clouds, is presumed.
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Early studies proposed a role for “diamond dust” ice crystals that nucleate in the very
cold conditions found at high latitudes during winter, but subsequent measurements
showed they have a negligible impact (Intrieri and Shupe, 2004). Ice precipitation from
thin water clouds can be mistaken for diamond dust (Intrieri and Shupe, 2004), as can
residual blowing snow lofted from mountainous terrain (Lesins et al., 2009a). Clouds5

in general play a major role in the radiative transfer (Curry et al., 1996). Aerosols, on
the other hand, have a small impact on scattering and visibility (Hoff, 1988; Trivett et
al., 1988; Leaitch et al., 1989), but may promote dehydration and so provide a negative
surface forcing (Blanchet and Girard, 1995). Cooling in the 20 micron “dirty” window of
the water vapor spectrum is greater in the Arctic than at midlatitudes due to the cold10

dry conditions (Curry et al., 1996), and so any changes in forcing may be accompanied
by a strong water vapour feedback. The relative contribution from each forcing mech-
anism and the relationship to lower-tropospheric thermal structure is uncertain, but is
important to know given the impact of radiative transfer and surface temperatures on
the stability of Arctic sea ice and the climate system in general (Curry et al., 1993).15

Arctic tropospheric particles and the processes that govern them are poorly under-
stood due to the inherent difficulties in conducting research and observational cam-
paigns at high latitudes, especially during winter. The harsh environment imposes
substantial costs and limits on accessibility which leads to scarce and isolated data
sets. Research is further complicated by the facts that visual observations have known20

deficiencies in dark wintertime conditions (Intrieri and Shupe, 2004) and that passive
satellite sensors have difficulties distinguishing clouds and particles in the inversion
layer from the colder surface below (Curry et al., 1996).

Several campaigns have been conducted to measure Arctic particle optical, macro-
and microphysical characteristics: the Canadian Arctic Haze Study and Arctic Gas25

and Air Sampling Program (AGASP; see Leaitch et al., 1989 and references therein),
the FIRE Arctic Clouds Experiment (FIRE-ACE; Curry et al., 2000), the Surface Heat
Budget of the Arctic Ocean campaign (SHEBA; Uttal et al., 2002), and the Mixed-
Phase Arctic Cloud Experiment (MPACE; Verlinde et al., 2007). Such activities are
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most often conducted during the spring and summer and are typically of short duration,
rarely longer than a few months to a year. Multi-year statistical data sets are needed,
particularly for particle sizes, shapes and phases, which are directly related to radiative
properties (Curry et al., 2000). Of the aircraft campaigns listed above, not one was
conducted during the winter months, and this represents a substantial observational5

gap which the present study helps to address.
The Canadian Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Change (CANDAC) es-

tablished the Polar Environment Atmospheric Research Laboratory (PEARL) at Eu-
reka, Nunavut Territory (80◦ N, 86◦ W) in collaboration with Environment Canada (EC)
for year-round measurements of the atmosphere from the surface to 100 km altitude.10

PEARL is co-located with the Eureka Weather Station on Ellesmere Island (Fig. 1),
and is the most northern permanent civilian research facility in Canada. A comprehen-
sive set of remote-sensing and in-situ instruments was installed by CANDAC and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (NOAA) Study of Environmental Arctic
Change (SEARCH) program. Measurements are being collected on an ongoing basis.15

In this study, atmospheric particles observed above Eureka during three winters from
2005 to 2008 are characterized according to their scattering properties. Section 2
describes the active remote sensors used: a High Spectral Resolution Lidar and a
Millimeter-wave Cloud Radar. Section 3 divides the particles into categories and pro-
vides the characterization methodology. An illustrative example is given to motivate a20

statistical approach. Results are presented in Sect. 4, and are discussed in Sect. 5.
Mie scattering theory is used to estimate particle effective radii, and the distributions of
particle sizes, altitude ranges, and depolarization values are reviewed and compared
with other measurements. Section 6 summarizes the results and discusses future re-
search possibilities.25
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2 Instrumentation

2.1 The Zero-altitude PEARL Auxiliary Laboratory

The measurements were obtained at the Zero-altitude PEARL Axillary Laboratory
(ØPAL), which is co-located with the Eureka Weather Station at 10 m elevation above
sea level. Table 1 lists the ØPAL instruments and their respective capabilities.5

Figure 2 shows ØPAL and highlights the two instruments of interest here: the Arc-
tic High Spectral Resolution Lidar (AHSRL) and the Millimeter-wave Cloud Radar
(MMCR). The instruments are housed in climate-controlled shipping containers which
are powered by a diesel generating station that is 215 m to the south. The mea-
surements from each instrument are transmitted from Eureka by satellite link, and10

are archived by CANDAC. Data from both the AHSRL and MMCR can be accessed
through the University of Wisconsin’s lidar group web site: http://lidar.ssec.wisc.edu/.

2.2 Arctic High Spectral Resolution Lidar

The Arctic High Spectral Resolution Lidar (AHSRL) was developed at the University
of Wisconsin and is supported at PEARL by NOAA’s SEARCH program. It has col-15

lected quasi-continuous data at Eureka from August 2005 to present, with occasional
down time due to maintenance requirements. The instrument is an Internet appliance
designed for unattended operation. Technical specifications for the AHSRL are pre-
sented in Table 2.

The transmitter consists of a frequency-doubled diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser emit-20

ting at a 4 kHz repetition rate and 532 nm wavelength. The laser is seeded and locked
using an iodine vapour cell so that the frequency of the light is stable and the line
width is narrow. The outgoing beam is circularly polarized and is transmitted at a
4◦ zenith angle to avoid specular reflections from horizontally-oriented ice crystals. A
40 cm telescope is used by both the transmitter and receiver. The receiver’s 45 µrad25

field of view significantly reduces the background light level and contributions from
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multiple scattering. Incoming photons are separated according to polarization state,
and are filtered using a 0.35-nm bandpass interference filter and a 8-GHz bandpass
pressure-tuned etalon. Signal detection is performed using Geiger-mode avalanche
photodiodes and photon-counting electronics. Additional technical details are given by
Razenkov et al. (2002).5

The lidar measures the particle backscatter cross-section and depolarization ratio.
The depolarization may be used to differentiate between spherical liquid droplets and
crystalline particles, which have low and high depolarization values, respectively (e.g.,
see Intrieri and Shupe, 2004). Appropriate thresholds for the interpretation are estab-
lished in this study.10

The AHSRL data employs 2.5 s temporal and 7.5 m spatial resolutions and can mea-
sure volume backscatter cross-section profiles up to an optical depth of approximately
4, beyond which the transmitted beam is too attenuated. In this work, 30 s and 15 m
averaged measurements are used. The standard deviation for each average (deter-
mined from the intrinsic resolution data) is employed to filter out data with excessive15

atmospheric variability or noise.

2.3 CANDAC Millimeter-Wave Cloud Radar

CANDAC’s Millimeter-wave Cloud Radar (MMCR) is co-located with the AHSRL. This
type of radar is effective for cloud microphysics studies because it combines high sen-
sitivity and high spatial resolution. With a wavelength of 8.6 mm, the scattering from20

atmospheric particles is in the Rayleigh regime and thus has a strong dependence on
the particle size.

Compared to wind profiling and precipitation surveillance radars (wavelengths from
3 to 600 cm), millimeter wavelength radars have the advantage of increased sensitivity
to smaller particles, but the disadvantage of strong attenuation from rainfall. This dis-25

advantage is not relevant during the cold High Arctic winter since the only precipitation
is frozen. Snowfall and ice crystals attenuate the radar signal minimally. Water vapor
also has negligible impact since the wintertime Arctic atmosphere is relatively dry.
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The MMCR has been collecting data since August 2005 and is designed for remote
operation with an intended lifetime of at least 10 years. It provides information on
Doppler velocity, spectral width and radar reflectivity. The latter can be related to the
backscattering cross-section of the atmospheric particles, which allows direct compar-
ison with the AHSRL backscatter measurements.5

Technical specifications for the MMCR are given in Table 3. The general setup of the
system is similar to that of the lidar with a coaxial, vertically pointing transmitter and
receiver. The instrument employs a frequency converter which produces 34.86 GHz mi-
crowaves from the internal 60 MHz-frequency waveforms. Pulses are emitted vertically
by a 2 m diameter high-gain antenna. The antenna also acts as the receiving appa-10

ratus. The measured return signal is converted to 60 MHz frequency and analyzed by
a commercial data system from NOAA. Doppler velocities and reflectivity/backscatter
cross-sections are retrieved.

The millimeter-wave pulses can be compressed to improve the instrument’s sensi-
tivity and power. This has the disadvantage of creating sidelobe artifacts, especially15

in regions where reflectivity is strong. In order to get the best data product possi-
ble, the MMCR cycles through four signal acquisition modes with different pulse width
and pulse-encoding. Combination of these modes allows for optimization of the signal
through increased sensitivity while accounting for the artifacts. Details are given by
Moran et al. (1998).20

The MMCR measures reflectivity from 90 m to 20 km in altitude, and is sensitive to
volume backscatter cross-sections greater than 10−14 m−1sr−1. Data are recorded with
a temporal and spatial resolution of 10 s and 90 m, respectively. For the purposes of
this study, the data are interpolated to the same resolutions used by the averaged lidar
measurements (30 s and 15 m).25
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3 Methodology

A statistical approach can be motivated with an example. Figure 3 shows the typical
wintertime scattering features observed at Eureka in a single 24 h measurement on
4–5 March 2007. From 14:00 to 24:00 UTC, ice crystals (high backscatter, high de-
polarization) were detected in the lowest 0.5 km by both the radar and the lidar. Ice5

clouds (high backscatter, high depolarization) were present in the middle troposphere
from approximately 16:00 to 08:00 UTC, and ended by precipitating to the surface.
These cirrus-like clouds occur in the same temperature range (approximately 210–
250 K) found in the upper half of the midlatitude troposphere. An aerosol event (low
backscatter, low depolarization) between 1 and 4 km altitude began at 03:00 UTC. Note10

that the aerosol event was largely unseen by the radar. A mixed-phase cloud appeared
within the aerosol layer at approximately 10:00 UTC and persisted through the end of
the measurement. “Mixed-phase” is the term used to describe a geometrically thin wa-
ter cloud with ice precipitation below. The water component is identified by enhanced
lidar backscatter with low depolarization, whereas the ice precipitate has high depo-15

larization. The altitude of the thin water cloud corresponds to the top of the inversion
layer as measured by the 12:00 UTC radiosonde (not shown). Ice clouds were seen
again above 4 km from 09:00 to 14:00 UTC. Noise is evident at the upper altitudes in
the depolarzation ratio measurement between 23:00 and 03:00 UTC, and to a lesser
extent in the lidar backscatter. Such noise is removed from further analysis by a filtering20

process described later.
The radar and lidar measure the particle volume backscatter cross-section (β), which

is related to the backscatter cross-section σπ(r) and number density n(r) of particles
with radius r by

β =
∫ ∞

0
σπndr.25
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The mean particle cross section σπ is defined by

σπ =

∫∞
0 σπndr∫∞

0 ndr

and the total number of particles N is

N =
∫ ∞

0
ndr.

Thus, the volume backscatter cross-section can be re-written as5

β = Nσπ

The backscatter cross-section depends on wavelength and so is different for the lidar
and the radar. Taking the ratio between the two backscatter cross-sections gives

βradar

βlidar
=

Nσπ(λradar)

Nσπ(λlidar)
=

σπ(λradar)

σπ(λlidar)
, (1)

which removes the dependence on number density and so allows for a deeper analysis10

of particle physical properties. More precisely, the backscatter cross-section ratio –
hereafter referred to as the colour ratio – described by Eq. (1) is a proxy for particle
size. This relationship is explored in Sect. 5.2.

Practical application of Eq. (1) requires that βradar and βlidar exceed the minimum
thresholds of detection for each instrument. Figure 3 demonstrates that this require-15

ment is not satisfied for aerosols, which are generally invisible to the radar. The radar’s
insensitivity to very small particles follows from Fig. 3b, which shows a maximum lidar
volume backscatter cross-section for aerosols is 10−5 m−1sr−1. Using Mie theory (see
Sect. 5.2), the colour ratio for the sub-micron particles in Arctic haze (e.g., Leaitch et al.,
1989) is about 10−12, leading to an expected radar volume backscatter cross-section20

of 10−17 m−1 sr−1. This is three orders of magnitude less than the edge of detectabil-
ity by the radar. In other words, the aerosol cloud concentrations would need to be
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at least 1000 times greater than the maximum observed under normal circumstances
to be seen by the radar. Since aerosol particles cannot be detected with both instru-
ments, an interpretation in terms of particle size is not possible. Aerosols will, however,
continue to be considered in terms of optical scattering properties and their potential
for mixing with other scatterer types. Note that although there are similar detectability5

issues for polar cloud particles with the CloudSat radar and CALIPSO lidar satellite
instruments (e.g., Grenier et al., 2009), Fig. 3 suggests that is not the case here.

Figure 4 shows the colour ratio for the measurement given in Fig. 3. The colour ratio
measurement reveals substantial temporal and spatial structure. For mid-tropospheric
ice clouds, fall streaks with relatively large particle sizes (i.e., colour ratios) are appar-10

ent. Of particular interest is that the particles are often larger near cloud bottom, an
observation that is established statistically in Sect. 5.3.1. Note that the aerosol event
that occurred between 2 and 4 km altitude after 03:00 UTC is largely absent.

Following the example, scattering events from the three winters between 2005 and
2008 were partitioned into four categories based on optical properties and observed15

structure: aerosols, mixed-phase clouds, ice clouds and boundary-layer ice crystals.
“Boundary layer” here refers to the lowest few kilometers of troposphere influenced
by the thermal inversion. No distinction is made between a cloud and its precipitate.
The categorization was applied using 1 km vertical and 1 h time resolution. Cases
with mixtures of different ice crystal types (e.g., precipitation into boundary-layer ice20

crystals) were removed from the analysis. Mixtures with aerosol particles, however,
were included. Aerosol events are very common and, more importantly, the presence
of aerosols is difficult to ascertain when other atmospheric phenomena (e.g., blowing
snow residuals, ice crystal precipitation) are present. Finally, mixed-phase clouds that
were observed to fully glaciate were not re-interpreted as boundary-layer ice crystal25

events.
The lidar and radar data were filtered to reduce the atmospheric variability and noise

within an averaging volume. The lidar data were used to establish the filtering criterion
for both instruments given the lidar’s higher intrinsic spatial and temporal resolution.
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Measurements in an averaging volume with a relative standard deviation in the 532 nm
backscatter cross-section greater than 25% were excluded from further analysis.

To facilitate a statistical analysis and interpretation, two-dimensional histograms were
produced from both the complete and categorized data sets. All histograms were nor-
malized so that the total probability is one. Histograms with logarithmic horizontal axes5

have uniform bin sizes in the logarithmic space so that scattering at the full range of
available scales is represented.

4 Results

4.1 2005–2008 Data set

Figure 5 shows two-dimensional histograms of occurrence probability against scatter-10

ing parameters and altitude for the full data set spanning the wintertime months of
December through March of 2005 to 2008. 7772 h of measurements over 351 days
were used. The distributions contain the signatures of liquid water droplets, aerosols,
ice crystals, and particle mixtures. Dissimilar scatterers occupy separate regions in
each histogram, as will be shown using the categorized data sets. The full histograms15

can be used to determine the relative contribution from each scatterer type.
Figure 5a shows the probabilities for depolarization against altitude. There are fea-

tures in the distribution found below 10% and above 20% linear depolarization, which
correspond to predominantly liquid and ice scatterers, respectively. Ice scatterers ex-
tend from the ground up to at least 8 km in altitude. Liquid scatterers are mostly found20

near the ground, except for a small population peaking near 2 km altitude with linear
depolarization less than 3%. The near-ground low-depolarization events are associ-
ated with aerosols, and the linear depolarizations less than 3% represent droplets in
thin water clouds, as will be shown in the sections that follow.

Figure 5b shows the probabilities for colour ratio (a proxy for particle size) against25

altitude. There is a trend toward smaller particles (i.e., smaller βradar/βlidar) with in-
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creasing height. Figure 5c shows the probabilities for colour ratio against depolariza-
tion. The strong maximum between 15 and 50% linear depolarization is due to ice
scatterers, and the low-depolarization “tail” (below 10%) is for mostly liquid scatterers.
Notice that ice scatterers (high depolarization) are larger than the liquid scatterers (low
depolarization).5

Figure 6 shows separate histograms for each category in columns: Aerosols, mixed-
phase clouds, ice clouds, and boundary-layer ice crystals. Each category is discussed
in respective subsections that follow.

4.2 Aerosols

1199 h of measurements over 103 days were categorized as aerosol scattering. Before10

analyzing the histograms in Fig. 6, we briefly consider Fig. 7 which provides a histogram
for aerosols using all available detections by the lidar. Aerosols are observed to occur
mostly below 2 or 3 km in altitude, with depolarization values ranging from 0 to 20 or
30%. The larger depolarization values are due to the presence of ice crystals. Vertical
discontinuities in the figure are an artifact of the categorization process, which used15

1 km resolution.
Figure 6a provides histograms using the subset of aerosol measurements for which

both lidar and radar detections are available. Although aerosols are generally not de-
tected by the radar, the presence of a small quantity of ice crystals can easily elevate
the backscatter cross-section above the detection threshold because ice crystals are20

relatively large and the radar reflectivity is proportional to the sixth power of the particle
diameter. Since aerosols are nearly ubiquitous in the Arctic atmosphere, distributions
in this column will help to identify aerosol contamination in the ice particle categories.

The top panel of Fig. 6a shows most of the dual lidar-radar aerosol detections oc-
cur near ground. This is different from what is seen in Fig. 7, and reflects the fact25

that ice scatterers are also ubiquitous at the lowest altitudes. Fewer detections were
made higher up, and the coarseness of the distribution reflects low-probability statis-
tics. Surface-based aerosols have linear depolarization between 0 and 20%, which is
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similar to that seen in Fig. 6. Relatively high depolarizations away from the surface
indicate a dominant contribution from ice crystals.

The middle panel of Fig. 6a indicates that aerosol contamination of the other plots
in Fig. 6 can be expected primarily at the surface. Similarly, the lower panel indicates
that aerosol contamination for depolarizations below 10% and for colour ratios between5

10−8 and 10−7 will be an issue. This corresponds to the “tail” region mentioned in the
description of Fig. 5. Note that depolarization values larger than 10% in the bottom
panel of Fig. 6a are representative of ice scattering, and so would not be considered a
contamination in the other columns.

4.3 Mixed-phase clouds10

894 h of measurements over 86 days were used to compile the histograms for mixed-
phase clouds shown in Fig. 6b. The distinction between water droplets and ice crystals
is evident in the top panel, which shows the depolarization versus altitude. Near-zero
values of depolarization extending from 500 m to 3.5 km in altitude are due to droplets
in thin water clouds. High linear depolarizations of 20 to 50% are from the frozen15

condensate, and are found largely below the liquid component heights as would be ex-
pected for precipitate. There is a region of intermediate linear depolarization between
3 and 20% which corresponds to the transition region from liquid to ice. The local max-
imum near ground at 10% depolarization represents a contribution from the aerosols,
as established in the top panel of Fig. 6a.20

The vertical distribution of probabilities against colour ratio in the middle panel has
horizontal streaks for colour ratios between 10−9 and 10−6 which are from the thin
water clouds. The dominant scattering maximum is for ice crystals, which at high
colour ratio have much larger sizes than the water droplets. Note that the population
has constant colour ratio with height, which indicates uniform size. The bottom panel,25

which presents the probabilities against the depolarization and colour ratios, confirms
the size comparison between the two scatterer types. The water droplet population
(linear depolarization <3%) has much smaller colour ratio values compared to the ice
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crystal populations (linear depolarization with the greatest part between 20 and 50%).
There is a transition region between the two peaks which can be attributed to the phase
change from water to ice.

4.4 Ice clouds

1424 h of measurements over 134 days were used to compute the histograms for ice5

clouds given in Fig. 6c. The top panel shows that linear depolarizations range from
about 15 to 45%. The mean linear depolarization decreases with height, from approxi-
mately 40% at 2 km to 25% at 5 km altitude. Note that horizontal discontinuities at 1 and
2 km altitude in this panel are an artifact of the selection process resolution described
earlier.10

In the middle panel, the mean colour ratio decreases with height. This indicates a
decrease of mean ice crystal size with height, which is similar to the depolarization
trend. Decreasing colour ratio with height is also evident in the example given in Fig. 4.
It is interesting to note that small ice particles are evident in approximately equal quan-
tities between 3 and 8 km altitude. A low colour-ratio contribution from aerosols below15

1 km is apparent.
The bottom panel gives the probabilities against depolarization and colour ratio. The

tail at low depolarization extending from the main population is due to aerosols. Al-
though the upper two panels might suggest that depolarization is a function of particle
size, the bottom panel indicates that this is not the case. Small ice crystals tend to20

have high depolarization (40% – 50%), whereas larger particles span a wide range of
depolarization values.

Separate histograms against depolarization and altitude for small and large ice crys-
tal sub-populations are given in Fig. 8. The low-depolarization detections in Fig. 8a
represent a contribution from aerosols. The modal depolarization for small ice parti-25

cles is fairly constant with altitude, although the range of depolarization values become
larger with height. This contrasts with large particles that have decreasing depolar-
ization with height (Fig. 8b). The same trend is evident when particles of all sizes are
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included (Fig. 6c, top panel). Further comparison of Fig. 8a and b reveals that small ice
particles tend to depolarize more than large ones at a given altitude. This result con-
firms that decreasing depolarization with height cannot be associated with decreasing
size.

4.5 Boundary-layer ice crystals5

1338 h of measurements over 107 days were used to compute the histograms for
boundary layer ice clouds. Results are shown in Fig. 6d. The top panel shows that
ice crystals are observed mostly below 750 m altitude. The depolarization spans a
large range, including values too low to indicate solid phase. The low-depolarization
values are attributed to the presence of aerosols.10

The middle panel shows colour ratios that are in the same range as determined for
aerosol layers only (Fig. 6a). The calculations were performed again considering data
with depolarization values greater than 25% (i.e., ice crystals only), and a very similar
plot was obtained. This confirms that the colour ratio values determined for aerosols
(Fig. 6a) are biased by the ice crystals contained within. The bottom panel shows that15

there is no trend in depolarization with colour ratio, except for at very low depolarization
where an aerosol tail is apparent.

5 Discussion

5.1 Scattering properties

Comparison of the histograms in Figs. 6 and 7 for the different particle types reveals20

significant differences in colour ratios, optical properties and vertical distribution. Rep-
resentative values for each property and particle type are given in Table 4. The values
represent estimates corresponding to 10% of the peak level or greater in each his-
togram. The estimates were obtained visually from each panel because interpretation
to account for height variations and interference from aerosols is required.25
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Water droplets have linear depolarizations less than 3%. Aerosol haze typically has
linear depolarization less than 20%, which is different from what is found for liquid
droplets alone due to ice content. Ice crystals have linear depolarizations greater than
20%. Water droplets have lower colour ratios than do ice crystals, which indicates the
water droplets are smaller. Boundary-layer ice crystals, ice clouds, and ice precipitation5

from thin water clouds occupy partly overlapping ranges of colour ratio values. Ice crys-
tals precipitating from mixed-phase clouds and lower tropospheric ice clouds generally
have greater colour ratios (and therefore sizes) than are observed for boundary-layer
ice crystals. Middle tropospheric ice particles have comparable colour ratios to those
found in the boundary layer.10

Ice clouds have depolarization decreasing with altitude (Fig. 6c, top panel). This
trend is associated with large particles (Fig. 8b), and contrasts with the nearly constant
modal depolarization for small particles (Fig. 8a). The measurements indicate that
the large-particle morphology changes with altitude, perhaps in response to particle
breaking or sublimation (see, for example, Whiteway et al. (2004). Small particles15

have greater depolarization than large particles, for unknown reasons. In situ sampling
would help provide further insight into the depolarization problem.

5.2 Mie theory computations of particle effective radius

Mie scattering theory can be used to convert colour ratio to spherical particle effective
radius reff defined by20

reff =

∫∞
0 n(r)r3dr∫∞
0 n(r)r2dr

where r is the radius, and n(r) is the number density. The interpretation of effective
radius in terms of actual particle dimensions will be discussed shortly. We employed
the algorithms from Mishchenko et al. (2002) to determine mean particle backscat-
ter cross-sections σπ for distributions of spherical particles characterized by reff and25
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effective variance veff given by

veff =

∫∞
0 n(r)(r − reff)

2r2dr

r2
eff

∫∞
0 n(r)r2dr

.

The effective radius and variance are used in our analysis because the results for
colour ratio are relatively insensitive to the specific distribution of particles used. For
example, although our calculations have assumed a gamma distribution of particles, we5

have verified that a modified power-law distribution with the same parameters produces
similar results.

The parameters required for the Mie calculations include the particle refractive index
and the wavelength of the incident light. Table 5 gives the choices used in this study.
The refractive index ni is wavelength dependent, and in the case of radar waves has a10

large imaginary part for water droplets which implies a strong absorption component.
Figure 9 presents the results of the Mie computations. Curves are given for ice and

water particles for a selection of veff values. The plot allows conversion of colour ratios
to effective radii ranging from 1 to more than 100 microns once a choice of particle type
and veff is made.15

Colour ratio values in Table 4 were converted to effective radius using the Mie compu-
tations for veff=0.1. This choice of effective variance is relatively narrow and produces
colour ratio curves that smoothly interpolate those obtained with monodisperse distri-
butions. The choice of narrow distributions is appropriate given the high spatial and
temporal resolutions in use, and the corresponding high degree of variability revealed20

in the colour ratios of Fig. 4. In the case that the actual distributions have greater effec-
tive variance, say 0.3, the maximum systematic error expected in our effective radius
estimates is less than +25%.

Computations may also be performed for non-spherical particles, but were not pur-
sued here because we have no information on particle habit. Depolarization cannot25

be used as an unambiguous detector of ice particle shape, and so the incorporation of
depolarization into the present analysis is not possible. Furthermore, the range of par-
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ticle morphologies in ice clouds is very broad (Whiteway et al., 2004), and so choosing
any one particle type is arbitrary.

Instead, we focus on the interpretation of effective radius measurements in terms
of observed particle shapes. Mahesh et al. (2001) demonstrated that effective radii
determined from infrared remote sensing agree with radii for equivalent volume-to-area5

(V/A) spheres from sampled ice crystals. In a series of papers, Grenfell et al. (1999),
Neshyba et al. (2003) and Grenfell et al. (2005) showed that the equal-V/A sphere
diameter is characteristic of the smallest dimension for a variety of realistic particle
types. For example, the equal-V/A diameter is comparable to a column particle’s width
rather than its length. They also argued that the equal-V/A radius is of high importance10

for radiative transfer. In the comparisons that follow, we will therefore consider our
effective radius determination to be associated with the smallest particle dimension.

Our approach differs from some others found in the literature. More complicated
methods are necessary when the visible backscatter cross-section is not directly mea-
sured (see Donovan et al., 2001, for example), but is not needed when high spectral15

resolution lidar is used. Alternative derivations of particle sizes can be made in terms
of cloud extinction using the Raman lidar technique (e.g., Wang and Sassen, 2002), but
much longer integrations are required to achieve an appropriate signal-to-noise level,
and so they are not of interest here.

5.3 Comparisons with other measurements20

5.3.1 Particle effective radii

Comparison of our measurements with values from the literature is complicated by dif-
ferences in the measurement techniques. We have provided histograms of occurrence
probability for effective radii measured at high spatial and temporal resolution, whereas
in-situ measurements typically provide distributions of number concentration against25

particle size averaged over a long period of time or distance. However, if our assump-
tion of narrow particle size distributions in each measurement volume is correct, a
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comparison of effective radii measured using the radar and lidar against the range of
particle sizes observed with in-situ techniques is appropriate. Where possible, com-
parisons are made with the smallest dimension of the sampled particles, which is the
approach proposed in Sect. 5.2.

For mixed-phase clouds, Arctic aircraft measurements by Curry et al. (2000) show5

water droplet sizes that range from about 2 to 47 µm. Frozen precipitation below the
liquid stratus ranges from a few tens to several hundred microns in length (widths were
not given). Although the measurements were taken during summer and in the vicin-
ity of Barrow, Alaska (71◦ N) which is further south than Eureka (80◦ N), their results
are in reasonable agreement with our values of 5 to 40 µm and 40 to 220 µm, respec-10

tively. The smaller maximum size we measured for ice crystals can be attributed to the
sensitivity of our technique to particle widths rather than lengths.

Comparison data for the ice cloud measurements are difficult to find. Wintertime
in-situ aircraft campaign data are not available, presumably due to the difficulties of
flying experiments in dark conditions. Summertime clouds in the middle troposphere15

are often of the mixed-phase variety, and are observed in much warmer conditions.
High altitude in-situ cirrus measurements in the Arctic are not available.

Lawson et al. (2001) show one case of a mid-tropospheric cirrus cloud sampled at
Barrow Alaska on 29 July 1998 during FIRE ACE. They reported that small particles
were found in clumps with very high local concentrations that are interspersed with20

regions of larger particles in low concentrations. This is consistent with the structured
ice clouds seen at Eureka and illustrated by the example in Fig. 4. Their in-situ mea-
surements revealed particles ranging from less than 10 to hundreds of microns, which
is consistent with our measured values of 25 to 220 µm.

A comparison can also be made with mid-latitude cirrus, which are observed at tem-25

peratures similar to the wintertime Arctic mid-troposphere. Aircraft sampling of mid-
latitude cirrus by Whiteway et al. (2004) revealed particle sizes ranging from less than
10 to a few hundred microns. Radar/lidar inversions by Donovan and van Lammeren
(2002) also yield effective particle sizes up to a few hundred microns in radius. They
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showed that mid-latitude cirrus have effective radius increasing with increasing tem-
perature, which is consistent with our observations of decreasing size with increasing
height. Whiteway et al. (2004) showed that particle size variations with height are de-
termined by a competition between the growth and sedimentation of large particles with
crystal breakage into smaller particles and evaporation. The preponderance of larger5

crystals at low altitudes in our observations is therefore likely due to growth and/or
sedimentation.

In-situ measurements of ice crystal sizes for residual blowing snow particles lofted
from mountainous terrain into the boundary layer are not available for the High Arctic.
Measurements at the South Pole station during winter show residual blowing snow10

crystals from 2 to 28 µm in radius (Walden et al., 2003). These are somewhat smaller
than the 15 to 70 µm that we have observed, which is likely due to the colder Antarctic
conditions (Lesins et al., 2009a).

The fact that comparisons of our data with results in the literature has been success-
ful is a partial validation of the measurement technique and lends confidence to the15

ensuing results. However, a formal validation of the remote-sensing measurements
with local aircraft measurements during winter would be very useful and would fill an
important gap left by Arctic aircraft measurement programs.

5.3.2 Ice Crystal Altitudes

Boundary-layer ice crystals are found predominantly below 750 m altitude, which com-20

parable to the height of the mountain ridges near Eureka. Lesins et al. (2009a) showed
four case studies of topographic blowing snow residuals that share the same vertical
distribution. This indicates that blowing snow residuals are the dominant contributor to
high optical depth boundary-layer ice crystal populations at Eureka. This result likely
extends to other locations in the rugged High Arctic.25

Ice clouds are observed throughout the troposphere during winter. At times these
ice clouds, which are generated in the same range of temperatures as cirrus clouds at
mid-latitudes, can precipitate to the ground. Future studies might take this into account
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for particle sampling when aircraft are not available.
The altitude range for thin water stratus (0.5–3.5 km) is smaller than is observed

during other seasons (e.g., Curry et al., 1996). The wintertime range corresponds with
the observed variability for wintertime surface thermal inversion layer depths given by
Lesins et al. (2009b). This suggests that thin liquid water stratus are connected to the5

development of wintertime surface inversion layers.
It has been known since Wexler (1936) that cold surface temperatures in the Arctic

winter are due to radiative cooling by surface snow and ice. More advanced models of
the radiative transfer process (e.g., Curry, 1983) showed that in clear air the surface
temperatures should be much lower than is observed, which suggests an important10

role for particles in determining boundary layer temperatures. Curry (1983) proposed
a variety of mechanisms that could contribute to the process. These included the
radiative impact of diamond dust and liquid condensate, and mixing by turbulence. A
role for diamond dust has been discounted by the measurements of Intrieri and Shupe
(2004) and Lesins et al. (2009a), and a role for turbulence has yet to be experimentally15

investigated. Our measurements support the contention of Intrieri and Shupe (2004)
that liquid condensate plays an important role. Although the model of Curry (1983)
did not produce the kind of thin liquid water clouds discussed here, the water clouds
it simulated suggested the same basic mechanism. Thin water cloud dynamics and
microphysics are further explored by Shupe et al. (2008).20

5.3.3 Depolarization

The depolarization of aerosol layers is greater than what is found for liquid droplets.
Hoff (1988) showed that ice crystals are responsible for the elevated depolarizations in
Arctic haze, and we make the same interpretation here.

Figure 8 established that the depolarization of small particles in ice clouds was25

greater than for large particles at a given altitude. High depolarization in contrails,
which also contain very small particles, was found by Sassen (1997). Young cirrus
were shown to have linear depolarization values in excess of 50%. The reasons for
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this result was unknown to Sassen (1997), as is the case here. Further investigation is
required to understand the nature of small particle scatterers in ice clouds.

5.4 Classification chart

The histograms of Fig. 6 reveal that different scatterer types occupy different regions
in particle size-depolarization space. Figure 10 provides a classification chart from the5

compiled information. The thresholds are approximate, and lead to relatively large re-
gions occupied by particle mixtures. Note that areas with only aerosol particles cannot
be interpreted in terms of size or colour ratio because the radar’s sensitivity is too low
to detect such small particles.

The lidar volume backscatter cross-section can be used to isolate locations where10

aerosol layers dominate. The range in lidar volume backscatter cross-section for
aerosols is relatively narrow, indicating that variations in sizes and number densities
are small. Lidar backscatter cross-sections βlidar that are smaller than 2×10−5 m−1 sr−1

are characteristic of aerosol layers and this threshold can be used to distinguish aerosol
layers from the mixtures.15

In Fig. 10, mixed-phase cloud ice precipitation and boundary-layer ice crystals oc-
cupy distinct regions. Ice clouds, however, overlap with both. Some differentiation
can be made on the basis of altitude, as shown in Table 4: small ice crystals below
2 km altitude are generally classified as boundary-layer ice particles, whereas small
ice crystals in ice clouds are found predominantly higher up. Ice crystals originating20

from mixed-phase clouds and ice clouds are indistinguishable on this basis.

6 Conclusions

A combined radar-lidar technique was used to study particle properties in the High
Arctic troposphere during winter. Different particle types were compared in terms of
depolarization, colour ratio, and vertical distribution. The colour ratio is independent of25
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particle number density and therefore related to particle size. Colour ratios cannot be
determined for aerosols because they are not detected by the radar, except in mixtures.

Particle effective radii determined using Mie scattering theory are consistent with
others found in the literature. Water droplets are small (effective radii of a few tens of
microns) while ice particles can be much larger (effective radii up to a few hundred mi-5

crons). In the boundary layer, mixed-phase precipitate provides the largest ice crystals
whereas residual blowing snow particles lofted from mountain ridges are smallest. Ice
cloud particles span the full range of ice crystal sizes, and have a strong gradient in
with altitude with the largest particles at the lowest heights. Small ice cloud particles
are distributed reasonably uniformly above 3 km altitude.10

Depolarization is highly dependent on the particle type. Particle scattering domi-
nated by aerosols has linear depolarization less than 20%, whereas ice crystals scat-
tering has linear depolarization greater than 20%. Much of the depolarization in aerosol
layers likely originates from ice crystals mixed in. Water droplets, in contrast, have
linear depolarizations less than 3%. Ice clouds in the middle troposphere have de-15

polarization decreasing with altitude, and this trend is reflected in the large particle
sub-population. Small particles in ice clouds have greater depolarization than large
ones at any given altitude, and almost constant modal depolarization with height. The
measurements indicate that particle morphology changes with altitude.

Thin water layers associated with mixed-phase clouds are observed from 500 m to20

3.5 km altitude, which is the same range as is seen for thermal inversion layer depths
(Lesins et al., 2009b). This correlation suggests that mixed-phase clouds are con-
nected to the development of wintertime thermal inversion layers.

A classification chart was produced which allows for the identification of ice crystals,
aerosols and water droplets from a combination of depolarization and colour ratio val-25

ues. The chart allows a deeper understanding of the particles found above Eureka’s
by associating them with a shape and size-related parameter.

Future efforts are needed to improve our understanding of particle microphysics and
optical properties. In situ measurements of particle morphologies are required to un-
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derstand the relationship between size, shape and depolarization. This may be partly
possible from ground level since each ice crystal type is observed to precipitate to the
surface. The addition of data from other instruments located at ØPAL may be used to
improve particle size retrievals, especially for aerosols which are not detected by the
radar. Profile measurements of temperatures and water vapour could provide insight5

into the formation and maintenance processes of the different atmospheric particles.
Such measurements will be available in the near future from the CANDAC Raman
Lidar.
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Table 1. Instrument complement and measurement capabilities at ØPAL.

Instrument Measurements

Arctic High Spectral Resolution lidar
(AHSRL)

Particle optical properties including
depolarization

Millimeter-wave Cloud Radar (MMCR) Cloud reflectivity and Doppler ve-
locity

Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Inter-
ferometer (AERI)

Zenith infrared spectral radiances

CANDAC Raman Lidar (CRL) Particle optical properties, temper-
atures and water vapor

Tropospheric Ozone Lidar Ozone concentration

Microwave Radiometer Water vapor column

CIMEL Sun photometer Aerosol optical depth and column
size distribution

Star photometer Aerosol optical depth
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Table 2. AHSRL specifications.

Transmitter

Type Diode-pumped seeded Nd:YAG laser
Wavelength 532 nm
Avg. power 200 mW
Spectral width <1 pm
Rep. Rate 4 kHz
Beam diameter 0.4 m

Receiver

Field of view 45 µrad
Spectral bandpass 8 GHz pressure tuned etalon
Aperture 0.4 m
Data acquisition Photon counting
Detectors Geiger-mode APDs
Spatial resolution 7.5 m
Temporal resolution 2.5 s
Range 75−30 000 m
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Table 3. Millimeter-wave Cloud Radar (MMCR) specifications

Transmitter

Type Travelling wave tube
Lifetime >20 000 h
Wavelength 8.6 mm (Frequency=34.86 GHz)
Avg. power up to 25 W
Beam width 0.3◦

Receiver

Type Tilted flat radome Antenna
Diameter 1.8 m
Sensitivity approx. −40 dBZ at 10 km
Spatial resolution 90 m
Temporal resolution 10 s
Range 90–20 000 m
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Table 4. Ranges for linear depolarization δlin, colour ratio, effective radius reff and altitudes z
for aerosols, mixed-phase (M-P) cloud water droplets (WD) and ice crystals (IC), ice cloud ice
crystals, and boundary-layer (B-L) ice crystals. The ice crystal and water droplet values are
from Fig. 6 and the aerosol values are from Fig. 7.

Particle δlin (%) colour ratio reff (µm) z (km)

Aerosols <20 <3 km
M-P Cloud WD <3 10−9−10−6 5−40 0.5–3.5
M-P Cloud IC 20–50 10−6−10−3 40−220 0–3
Ice Cloud IC 20–50 10−7−10−4 25−120 >3.5

10−6−10−3 40−220 <3.5
B-L IC >20 10−8−10−5 15−70 <0.7
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Table 5. Values for wavelengths (λ) and complex refractive indices (ni ) used in the Mie scat-
tering computations for the lidar and radar. Refractive indices are from Warren and Brandt
(2008).

Lidar Radar

λ 532 nm 8.6 mm
ni (ice) 1.31 1.8+0.0003i
ni (water) 1.33 5+2.5i
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Fig. 1. Polar map of the Arctic. The location of Eureka (80◦ N, 86◦ W) is marked with a red dot.
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Fig. 2. A photograph of the Zero-altitude PEARL Auxiliary Laboratory (ØPAL) with pointers to
the Arctic High Spectral Resolution Lidar (AHSRL) and Millimeter-wave Cloud Radar (MMCR)
locations.
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Fig. 3. Example of time series from 4 to 5 March 2007 of (a) depolarization, (b) lidar volume
backscatter cross-section, and (c) radar backscatter cross-section.
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Fig. 4. The colour ratio (βradar/βlidar) for the measurement in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 5. Average occurrence probability histograms during winter (2005–2008) for (a) the vertical
distribution of depolarization, (b) the vertical distribution of the colour ratio, and (c) the colour
ratio and depolarization. Detections by both lidar and radar were required.
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phase clouds, (c) ice clouds, and (d) boundary-layer ice crystals. Detections by both lidar and
radar were required.
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Fig. 7. Occurrence probability histogram for aerosols against height and depolarization, using
all available lidar detections.
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Fig. 8. Occurrence probability histograms for ice clouds against altitude and depolarization for
(a) small particles (colour ratios <10−7), and (b) large particles (colour ratios >10−5).
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Fig. 9. The relationship between effective radius and colour ratio determined using Mie scat-
tering theory for ice and water spheres.
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Fig. 10. Classification chart for the different atmospheric particles and their mixtures. The
vertical axis shows the linear (left) and circular (right) depolarizations and the horizontal axis
is in terms of the color ratio βradar/βlidar (bottom) and the particle effective radius (top) for ice
crystals (IC) and water droplets separately. Effective radii can only be attributed to regions with
no aerosol content. The dash-dot line separates the boundary layer ice crystals on the left and
precipitation from thin water clouds on the right. Ice clouds span the full region for ice crystals.
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